Private International Law Applied
to Business
Yasmine Lahlou & Marina Matousekova have written an article in the latest issue
of the International Business Law Journal on "Private International Law Applied to
Business" (No.4, 2006, p.547-573). The abstract states:
In the field of conflicts of laws, French courts were referred disputes relating to
employment and factoring agreements. The issues of procedural agreements
and court’s duty in applying foreign laws were dealt with, as well as the impact
of public policy rules on insurance contracts. French courts also ruled on the
issue of court’s jurisdiction as regards agency agreements and insolvency
proceedings as well as on States’ jurisdictional immunities.
In community law, the ECJ and French courts ruled on the notion of the «
centre of a debtor’s main interests » in the sense of Article 3.1 of the EC
Regulation 1346/2000 on insolvency proceedings as well as on problems of
transmission of acts between Member States (EC Regulation 1348/2000). The
ECJ also ruled on the res judicata of a decision having infringed community law.
English courts ruled on an anti suit injunction in regard of the violation of an
arbitration agreement and on jurisdictional immunities. French and Irish courts
ruled, on the ground of Article 5.1 of the Brussels Convention, on the issue of
courts’ jurisdiction in the field of brokerage contracts and sale of goods. The
French Cour de cassation, the ECJ and the English High Court ruled, on the
ground of Article 5.3 of the Brussels Convention, on territorial jurisdiction in
the field of intellectual property rights, damages caused by car accidents, and
misleading declarations. The ECJ was also interrogated as to the application of
Article 16.1 of the Convention to damages to real estates, while the Cour de
cassation was asked to rule upon the application of Article 16.4 of the
Convention to registered intellectual property rights. The Cour de cassation
also had to rule, on the ground of Article 6.1 of EC Regulation, on the link of
connexity between main claims and claims in guarantee. The English High
court was referred an issue of lis pendens with regard to the date of accession
of a State to EC Regulation 44/2001. The Cour de cassation also ruled, on the
ground of Article 27.1 of the Brussels Convention, on lis pendens in an action
for infringement of intellectual property rights. In the field of recognition and

enforcement, French, English and Italian courts ruled, on the ground of Article
27 of the Brussels Convention, on possible breaches of rules of public policy, on
the regularity of a notification to the defendants, and on the purported
contradiction between national and foreign decisions. The ECJ ruled, on the
ground of Articles 34 and 36 of the Convention, on the consequences of an
irregularity of the notification of the foreign decision with regard to its
exequatur. The French Cour de cassation and the Paris Court of Appeal ruled
on the enforceability of foreign judgments in the sense of Article 47.1 of the
Convention.
As regard to private international law in the US, the District Court of New York
recalled the criteria for American courts to have jurisdiction over class action in
securities fraud claims, while the US Court of Appeals of the First Circuit ruled
on the extra-territoriality of the Whistleblower provision of the Sarbanes Oxley
Act.
Those with access to the IBLJ can download the article, or you can buy the article
for 47 Euros from the IBLJ website.

